I’ve been asked on several occasions by non Hashers, “why do you go out crashing and stumbling through the jungle for
hours at a time in all sorts of weather every Saturday and then stand around guzzling beer and acting like a geriatric
schoolboy”?
Well last Saturday was no exception and several of the reasons for Hashing showed themselves, in fact 53 reasons
turned up and in addition the Hare “ Babalas “ excelled himself by presenting us with a great trail. Also our two Virgins
from sunny Manchester were well impressed as they witnessed some suitably non P.C. behaviour including icings and a
completely out of tune rendition of Happy Birthday for non other than the Big Yin.
We assembled at the first class Laager site and waited patiently for Leopard Piss to grace us with his presence and
hoover up lots of lovely beer tokens and having completed that listened to the precise instructions before eagerly
scuttling off in search of the paper.
The first of some 8/12 checks caused some to veer off at a tangent until they heard the ON ON ringing out through the
rubber plantation. 2 kilometres on the odometer saw a familiar hut appear on the horizon, yes it was the abode of a
certain rubber tapper who, as you will recall received the rough edge of Lick Me’s tongue when he tried to extort us for
“parking” on a previous Hash. He hadn’t reckoned on our chief negotiator who politely told him to...... well you know what.
The split gave the super fit Rambos the chance to stretch their legs and the Shufflers took the low road and when the two
groups converged afterward they knew that the finishing line wasn’t too far away, WRONG and then some, the sprightly
Springbok had a bit more to offer and by the time the base camp swung into view, there were a few “ Tired Little
Teddybears”. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mj2V63dSQtc
With all accounted for Major Cockstand persuaded the weary souls to Circle up and listened to a succession of positive
reviews of the extravaganza all of which meant that Banana Bender keeps control of the Klonky seat, but as he will be
away back to the Convict Colony for a while, he has graciously agreed to let a fellow Ozzie look after it for him, the
caretaker will need to be careful he doesn’t ruin his bouffant as he dons the Dunny lid.
And so we extended our welcome to the two Mancunians, then listened to a series of returnees before handing over to
the Rambosnitch who waffled on about shortcutting and several calls of “ get on with it ya old fart “ resounded through
the crowd.
The Crasher award this week went to Little Wiener but he was adjudged to have also been guilty of bribery by sneakily
promising one of the Virgins a beer in exchange for her silence, Winkle was witness to the crime which resulted in the
Sausage maker’s cheeks being cooled for a moment or two.
Reminders about Hua Hin’s 400 do. Our own Christmas piss up followed with requests that interested parties get in
touch with Big Yin to advise if you need transport.
Our G.M. Crive then announced the Birthday of Big Yin who has attained “ three score years and ten “ good wines
improve with age, the same doesn’t apply to Grumpy Jocks. He did however
open his sporran to let the moths out and bought a round for the assemblage.
Circle closed.
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